
With the Mangal Beej Mantra, you can feel an energy surge.
Mars is the planetary symbol for, among other things,

stamina, courage, wrath, desire, rivals, immovable property,
friends, energy, violence, brothers and sisters, accidents,

ambition, and adversaries.
 

A malefic influence of the planet is likely to have an impact on
the body’s muscles, bone marrow, blood pressure, and other
blood-related issues because Mangal, or Mars, also rules

these areas.
 

Being larger than only Mercury, Mars is the second-smallest
planet in the Navagrah Solar System and is located four

planets from the Sun.
 

Mars serves as the guardian of Dharma, the moral code and
life’s mission that every one of us lives by. A powerful Mars in

the horoscope offers us the drive, determination, self-
assurance, and independence to accomplish our goals.

 
Mangal Beej Mantra, Mangal Gayatri Mantra, RinMochak

Mangal Stotram, and Mangal Chandi Stotram can all be used
in conjunction with this potent mantra.

Benefits of Chanting Mangal Beej
Mantra

https://astrolekha.com/
https://www.eastrohelp.com/blog/chand-bhairav-mantra/


Mars is in charge of fostering a person’s enthusiasm,
passion, and resolve.

Mars is known as the protector of the righteous, so a strong and
well-placed Mars in the birth chart denotes a person with

unwavering willpower to overcome obstacles and life’s enemies,
courage, lack of fear, initiation to start a venture, control over

one’s own body, aggressiveness, and spiritual warrior.

Along with brothers, technology, technical expertise,
maths, computing, medicine, sports, blood pressure,

police, military personnel, dictators, fire & explosions are
also presented on Mars.

This potent Mangal Mantra has the ability to fulfil all of
one’s desires.

This mangal mantra eliminates all debt.

The mangal beej chant links you with Lord Mars’ beneficial
vibes.

Mangal Beej Mantra in English and Sanskrit
Om Kram Kreem Kroum Sah: Bhaumay Namh:

ॐ �ां �� �� सः भौमाय नमः
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